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Abstract
We propose a mathematical model for fault-tolerant routing based on acyclic orientations,
or acorns, of the underlying network G = (V; E). The acorn routing model applies routing
tables that store the set of parent pointers associated with each out-neighborhood dened by the
acorn. Unlike the standard single-parent sink-tree model, which is vulnerable to faults, the acorn
model aords a full representation of the entire network and is able to dynamically route around
faults. This fault tolerance is achieved when using the acorn model as a multi-tree generator
for gathering data at a destination node, as well as an independent tree generator for global
point-to-point communication. A fundamental fault-tolerant measure of the model is the capacity
of an acorn, i.e., the largest integer k such that each vertex outside the neighborhood N (v) of
the destination v has at least k parent pointers. A capacity-k acorn A to destination v is k-vertex
fault-tolerant to v. More strongly, we show A supports a k independent sink-tree generator, i.e.,
the parent pointers of each vertex w 2 V − N (v) can be partitioned into k nonempty classes
labeled 1; 2; : : : ; k such that any set of sink trees T1; T2; : : : ; Tk are pairwise independent, where
tree Ti is a sink tree generated by parent pointers labeled i together with the parent pointers into
v. We present an linear time optimization algorithm for nding an acorn A of maximum capacity
in graphs, based upon a minimax theorem. We also present ecient algorithms that label the
parent pointers of capacity-k acorn A, yielding a k-independent sink tree generating scheme.
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1. Introduction
Routing schemes for communication networks often rely on local tables that associate
with each destination a parent link on which to forward messages to the destination
[3, 6, 5]. The set of parent links form a directed sink tree with a single destination
sink. Such tables suer from the fact that they do not provide a full representation of
the entire network, and therefore are vulnerable to faults and other dynamic network
changes.
In this paper we propose a mathematical model for network routing that generalizes
sink-tree-based schemes. We call the model acorn routing for it is based on acyclic
orientations of the underlying network. Acorn routing provides dynamic fault-tolerant
tree-path generation in the sense that packet forwarding to a destination can proceed
in a manner that is oblivious to the source and previous packet history. The acorn
model achieves high fault-tolerance by employing routing tables that store the set of
parent pointers associated with each out-neighborhood dened by the acyclic orienta-
tion. Unlike the sink-tree model, which is vulnerable to faults, the acorn model aords
a full representation of the entire network and is able to dynamically and obliviously
route around faults. Not only does the acorn model achieve high fault-tolerance for
gathering data at a destination node when used as a multi-tree generator, but with min-
imal additional space requirements it achieves fault-tolerance for global point-to-point
communication when used as an independent tree generator.
Let G=(V; E) be a graph and v2V , a v-acorn is an acyclic orientation of G with
a single sink v, where we assign to each edge e2E a direction so that the resulting
directed graph is acyclic. A distributed representation of a v-acorn consists of storing
at each vertex w the set of parent pointers corresponding to the edges directed out of
w. Each edge of the original network is stored precisely once in this representation.
The v-acorn acts as a multi-tree generator in the sense that a sink tree to v is obtained
when each vertex chooses arbitrarily a parent pointer.
In this paper we investigate some fault-tolerant properties associated with v-acorns.
Since every acyclic orientation of a graph produces a vertex with only a single parent
pointer, it is meaningful to consider the neighborhood of the vertex v as a destination
set and consider the fault-tolerance to this set. Every acyclic orientation of a graph also
contains the same number of parent pointers. However, an imbalance in the distribution
of such parent pointers can leave those nodes with few parent pointers vulnerable and
may negatively aect the global fault-tolerant capabilities. We seek those orientations
that can achieve balanced routing schemes by maximizing the minimum cardinality
of parents sets. We call this maximin cardinality the v-acorn capacity v(G) of the
graph G. We dene the capacity of a particular v-acorn A to be the largest integer k
such that each vertex outside the destination set has at least k parent pointers. Thus,
the v-acorn capacity v(G) of a graph G is the maximum capacity over all v-acorns
of G.
A capacity-k v-acorn A is k vertex fault-tolerant to v; even more strongly, in the
presence of up to k − 1 vertex faults simultaneously present in the neighborhood
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of each vertex outside the destination set, A will generate a sink tree (spanning the
fault-free vertices) to v. In Section 2 we present a linear time optimization algorithm
for constructing a v-acorn of maximum capacity, thus determining the v-acorn capac-
ity of a graph. The correctness of the algorithm follows from a minimax theorem
(Theorem 1).
For the reasons described above, acorns of maximum capacity are well suited to
facilitate gather routing operations which collect data at a single destination vertex.
In addition, they provide an eective model for fault-tolerant global point-to-point
communication. This is because, as we show in Section 3, acorns of capacity k>1
support the generation of k independent sink trees. See [10, 1, 2] for previous work
on independent sink trees and fault-tolerant global point-to-point communication. A
pair of sink trees to v are independent sink trees if they have the property that for
each node w 6= v, the pair of tree-paths from w to v are internally node-disjoint.
The independent sink-tree generation of a capacity-k v-acorn routing model is accom-
plished by partitioning the parent pointers of each vertex w2V−N (v) into k nonempty
classes labeled 1; 2; : : : ; k such that any set of sink trees T1; T2; : : : ; Tk are pairwise in-
dependent, where tree Ti is a sink tree generated by parent pointers labeled i together
with the parent pointers into v. We present in Section 3 ecient algorithms that la-
bel the parent pointers of a capacity-k acorn, yielding such a k-independent sink-tree
generator.
2. Algorithm for maximizing acorn capacity
Given a graph G=(V; E) with vertex v2V , let N (v) denote the neighborhood of v.
Recall the acorn capacity v(G) of the graph is the largest integer k, over all v-acorns
A of G, such that each vertex outside N (v) has at least k parent pointers in A. We
show that the acorn capacity of G is related to the size of a certain cutset. An N (v)-
cut,  =(X; X c), is a partition of the vertex set such that N (v)X . The measure of
the cut ( ) is the maximum neighborhood size of a vertex in X c intersecting the cut,
i.e., ( )= maxfjN (u)\X j: u2X cg. Below we prove that the acorn capacity is equal
to the minimum measure N (v)-cut. First, we show that the measure of an N (v)-cut is
an upper bound on the capacity.
Proposition 1. The acorn capacity v(G) of a graph G is no greater than the measure
of any N (v)-cut   of G; i.e.; v(G)6( ).
Proof. Let A be a v-acorn of G, and let  =(X; X c) be any N (v)-cut. It follows
that A restricted to vertex set X c is a directed acyclic graph (or dag), and this dag
must have at least one sink vertex w. The entire out-neighborhood in A of this
sink vertex must therefore be contained in X . Hence, by the denitions v(G)6
( ).
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We now give a constructive proof that there exists a v-acorn that achieves capacity
equal to the minimum measure cut. The proof is based on a constructive algorithm
that returns an acorn of maximum capacity.
Theorem 1. The acorn capacity v(G) is equal to the minimum measure of an N (v)-
cut of G. Moreover; there is an algorithm that constructs a maximum capacity acorn
in linear time O(jV j+ jEj).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1 that we need only show that there exists some
acorn that achieves capacity at least equal to the measure of some N (v)-cut of G. The
following algorithm returns an acorn and a cut with this property.
Procedure Max-Acorn-Capacity (G; v)
Input: A graph-vertex pair (G; v)
Output: A maximum capacity v-acorn A and a minimum measure N (v)-cut
 =(X; X c) of G.
Step 1. Mark all vertices in N (v). Set cutmeasure=1, and X =N (v).
Step 2. Greedily choose w, so that w is not yet marked, and among vertices not
yet marked, w is adjacent to the largest number kw of vertices that have
been marked. Add to A the kw edges of w oriented towards the marked
vertices. Mark w.
Step 3. If cutmeasure>kw
then set cutmeasure= kw, and set X equal to the current set of marked
vertices.
Step 4. If any unmarked vertices remain, then goto Step 2
else return A and  =(X; X c).
The algorithm Max-Acorn-Capacity maintains the invariant that the value of cut-
measure is always a lower bound on the size of each out-neighborhood in A of the
marked vertices in V −N (v). Hence, it is clear that when the algorithm terminates, the
acorn A has capacity equal to the nal value of cutmeasure. Hence, from Proposition 1
it follows that the constructed acorn A is of maximum possible capacity.
The running time of the algorithm is O(jEj + jV j log jV j) if an ordinary prior-
ity queue data structure is used to store the unmarked vertices. The time complex-
ity can be made linear in the size of jV j + jEj by using the following approach.
First, we allocate jV j buckets. For each i, the ith bucket stores the unmarked ver-
tices that currently are adjacent to exactly i marked vertices. Use an index pointer
r to point to the nonempty bucket with the largest index. The buckets are updated
when an unmarked vertex becomes marked, at which point the newly marked vertex
is removed, and the remaining vertices stay unchanged or moved ahead to the next
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Fig. 1. Example graph G and destination node v.
Fig. 2. Resulting v-acorn A of G with maximum capacity 3= v(G). The vertices are labeled by the order
in which they are marked by the algorithm, and consistent with a topological ordering of A.
largest indexed bucket depending on its adjacency to the newly marked vertex. In
addition, the pointer r is incremented to r + 1, stays unchanged, or decremented to
some r0<r.
It takes O(jV j) time to initialize the buckets. Each edge is visited once in the
algorithm and can cause the relocation of one vertex in the buckets. Hence it takes
O(jEj) time to relocate the vertices in the buckets for the entire execution of the
algorithm. The movement of the pointer takes O(jV j) time, since the pointer can be
incremented and decremented at most O(jV j) times through the course of the algorithm.
Hence, the overall running time of the algorithm is thus O(jV j+ jEj).
We remark that the algorithm Max-Acorn-Capacity marks the vertices in an order
consistent with a topological ordering of the acorn. Figs. 1 and 2 show an example
graph and the maximum capacity acorn returned by the algorithm.
3. Acorns and independent sink-tree generators
In this section we show that we can label the parent pointers of a capacity-k acorn
A to support a k-independent sink-tree generator, as described in Section 1. First, we
generate a special labeling of the vertices with k − 1-tuples. The vertex labeling will
induce the labeling of the parent pointers. The labeling of parent pointers has the
property that any sink tree generated using parent pointers of one label is independent
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from any other sink tree generated using parent pointers of a dierent label. In the
proof of the following theorem we present ecient algorithms for the labeling of the
vertices and the parent pointers, yielding a k-independent sink tree generator.
Theorem 2. Given a capacity-k acorn A to node v; the parent pointers of each vertex
w2V −N (v) can be partitioned into k nonempty classes labeled 1; 2; : : : ; k such that
any set of sink trees T1; T2; : : : ; Tk are pairwise independent; where tree Ti is a sink
tree generated by parent pointers labeled i together with the parent pointers into v.
Furthermore; there is a algorithm that computes this labeling in time O(k2jV j+kjEj)
time requiring kjV j numbers each with O(jV j) bits. There is a modied labeling
algorithm that runs in O(kjV j2+k2jV j+jEj) time requiring kjV j integers of O(log jV j)
bits each.
Proof. To produce a labeling of the parent pointers that yields an independent sink-tree
generator described in the theorem, we present an algorithm for a special labeling of
the vertices; and from this vertex labeling the labeling of parent pointers is evidently
extracted. Each vertex w2V will be labeled L(w)= (L1(w); : : : ; Lk−1(w)), that is with
a (k − 1)-tuple of real numbers. This labeling will have the property that coordinate
values are distinct, that is, given any pair of vertices w 6= w0, for each i the labels
Li(w) 6=Li(w0).
From this vertex labeling we can induce the labeling of parent pointers as follows:
an edge w ! w0 is labeled i (where 16i6k) if Lj(w)>Lj(w0) for all 16j<i, and
Li(w)<Li(w0). For the case i= k we ignore the second condition. Such a labeling has
the property that for each i, the parent pointers labeled i yield paths that have mono-
tonically decreasing values in the 1st through i − 1st coordinates, and monotonically
increasing ith coordinates. From this property it follows that the induced labeled sink
trees are indeed independent sink trees, since i-labeled paths must necessarily be inter-
nally node disjoint from j-labeled paths when these paths originate at the same vertex,
for i 6= j.
To algorithmically produce this vertex labeling, we rst perform a topological or-
dering of the vertices of the acorn with the constraints that v is numbered v0 and
the vertices of N (v) are numbered from v1 to vjN (v)j. We begin by labeling the vertex
w= vj 2N (v), with the topological number j, with the (k−1)-tuple (j; : : : ; j). Through-
out the algorithm, with each new label generated, we maintain the property that co-
ordinate values are distinct. To achieve this we set new label values to lie between
two existing values. We use tables Nexti to record values. The table entry Nexti(w)
returns the value of the next largest real number label value in the ith component after
the label Li(w) of vertex w. The main step of the algorithm determines an ordering
of the parent pointers for each vertex by sorting them in a way that can insure that a
nonempty partitioning is achieved.
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Procedure Independent-Tree-Generator-Labeling (A)
Input: A capacity-k v-acorn A.
Output: For each vertex w2V a (k − 1)-tuple labeling L(w)= (L1(w),
L2(w); : : : ; Lk−1(w)) of w, along with a labeling of all parent pointers from
the set f1; 2; : : : kg, yielding an k-independent sink-tree generator.
Step 0: Perform a topological ordering fv0; v1; v2; : : : ; vjV jg of the vertices of the
acorn A with v= v0 and the vertices of N (v) ordered from v1 to vjN (v)j.
Step 1: For j=1 to jN (v)j do
label vertex vj with the (k − 1)-tuple (j; : : : ; j)
For i=1 to k − 1 do
set Nexti(vj)= j − 1.
Step 2: (Main Loop) For j= jN (v)j+ 1 to jV j do let w= vj
Step 2a: Choose k out-neighbors of w, and
order these vertices fw1; w2: : : : ; wkg to satisfy the following property:
for each 16i6k, wi has the property that Li(wi)
is the maximum among fLi(wi); Li(wi+1); : : : ; Li(wk)g.
Step 2b: For i=1 to k − 1 do
Set Li(w)= (Li(wi) + Nexti(wi))=2
Set Nexti(w)=Nexti(wi), and set Nexti(wi)=Li(w).
Step 2c: For i=1 to k do
Set label of parent pointer w ! wi to i
For all other parent pointers w ! w0 we label it i i
Li(w)<Li(w0) and Lj(w)>Lj(w0), for all j<i.
The correctness of the procedure Independent-Tree-Generator-Labeling follows from
noting that the ordering of neighbors in Step 2a is always possible when component
values are distinct. The distinctness of component values is assured by Step 2b. The
proof of the theorem follows from the correctness of the above procedure.
It is clear that the algorithm runs in O(k2jV j+ kjEj) time. One drawback is that the
algorithm requires the use of k − 1 real numbers for each vertex label. It is possible
that the number of bits required for such numbers is O(jV j). We now present a slightly
modied algorithm that runs in O(k2jV j + kjV j2 + kjEj) time, but uses only integers
of O(log jV j) bits each. To achieve this complexity we modify Step 2b as follows.
Step 2b0: For i=1 to k − 1 do
Set Li(w)=Li(wi),
and for all vertices w0 6= w that have been labeled do
if Li(w0)>Li(w), then set Li(w0)=Li(w0) + 1.
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Fig. 3. The vertex and parent pointer labelings obtained by applying the procedure Independent-Tree-Label
(A), where A is the acorn of Fig. 2. The labeling results in a 3-independent sink-tree generator.
The correctness of the modied algorithm follows from the fact that distinct co-
ordinate values are maintained. The claimed space complexity follows by induction,
since after the jth vertex vj is processed and labeled, the set of integers used for each
coordinate values is in the range f1; : : : ; jg.
Fig. 3 shows the results of applying the previous algorithm using real numbers to
the acorn of Fig. 2.
The following Corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2. The result was proved
independently by Huck [9].
Corollary 1. In an acyclic digraph that is k-connected to v; that is; for each vertex
w 6= v there are k openly disjoint paths from w to v; there exist k pairwise independent
sink trees directed towards v.
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